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Auckland
POA
Wholesale/Distribution

$1.7m EBITDA and Growing, 30
Year History! Could Run Under
Management
Business for Sale Description
Wholesale Distributor Business for Sale Auckland
This wholesaler/distributor is: highly specialised, the market leader, enjoys exclusive distribution rights, and
has the dominant market share dealing in largely consumable products.
They really don't get much better than this. If you have been looking for a super-safe highly profitable
business as an investment or new endeavour, you need to inquire. We very rarely get businesses that tick all
the boxes; easy to run under management, long history, consistent growth and profit, clean, simple and lots of
growth potential. Equally suited to an investor, owner/operator (part or full time), or syndicate. If you are
considering asset classes outside of property to invest in, this is exactly the sort of business you are looking
for. With more than 30 years of operations and very genuine reasons for sale (retirement) it is the rock solid
performer many are seeking. This would also be an outstanding foundation business for an industry roll up or
the safe start of a portfolio of business acquisitions.
To find out more, go to linkbusiness.co.nz/LE00034 and press the “Enquire Now” button to complete an online
confidentiality agreement.
Aaron Toresen, 021 722 677, aaron.toresen@linkbusiness.co.nz
Martin Plom, 021 051 5507, martin.plom@linkbusiness.co.nz
***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the broker
and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a stock photo
image may be used to represent the business.
#manufacturing #managed #Christchurch
SEMINAR: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS
Don’t know where to start? Want to know what mistakes to avoid?
Register for our Buy a Business Seminar. https://go.linkbusiness.co.nz/seminars/
Contact:
Aaron Toresen
09 555 6000 or 021 722 677
Anytime
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